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About This Game

 COMMAND YOUR ARMY. HACK YOUR ENEMY TO PIECES. TURN THE
HILLS RED.

Deadhold is a gore infused, fast-action, tactical RTS. With support for up to 4 coop players, the gritty dark fantasy world of
Deadhold comes to life through its story driven campaign. In multiplayer, Deadhold supports up to 8 players in teams or 4

players in free for all, and a variety of game modes.

 A NEW KIND OF RTS

Deadhold’s gameplay is a unique mix of real-time tactics essentials like strategic positioning, unit classes, and physically based
simulation similar to such classic games as Myth and Dawn of War 2, combined with the items, loot, and leveling found in

action RPGs like Diablo and Path Of Exile. The result is a fresh take on the tactical RTS that should delight fans of both RTS
and ARPG genres.

Battles in Deadhold are physically modeled. The flight of an arrow is realistically simulated and will embed inside a units head,
arms, legs or chest. Unit movement is based on physics, increasing the value of tactical positioning: A line of warriors can block

incoming enemies or force them to engage or go around. The explosive bomb wielded by the Sapper can literally dismember
units as body parts explode and fly into the air. Injuries and severed limbs stain the ground realistically with blood.

CAMPAIGN

A dark force has risen in the west, obliterating any who stand in its wake. The last living races have banded together to change
the course of fate, setting Deadhold's campaign in motion. Told from the perspective of the narrator, you'll uncover the history

of the blight, and the truth that lies behind their creation. The 16 mission campaign challenges you to wield the power of the
gods, using tactics and strategy to overcome the onslaught of an overwhelming evil force.

In campaign, the scale of Deadhold’s player choice becomes clear. As a paragon of the Empire, players will choose a Deity in
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which to specialize. Spells are unlocked as players earn experience, allowing them to customize their play style. Players can
further customize their builds by slotting relics, runes, and gems, which can drop from defeated enemies.

A tier based leveling system adds significant replay value to the campaign missions. As players progress through each tier, new
and greater challenges and rewards await them: boss-fights, different enemy patrols and tactics, additional mission objectives,

and higher quality items.

MULTIPLAYER

Competitive multiplayer in Deadhold supports team and free for all play, with up to 8 players in a variety of maps and
gamemodes. Leaderboards and tournaments are planned additions during Steam Early Access.
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Title: Deadhold
Genre: Action, Adventure, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Dark Quarry Games
Publisher:
Dark Quarry Games
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD7000, Geforce 645/860, Intel HD5000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires a 5 megabit broadband connection.

English
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I can not recommend a game I am unable to play. Until this gets resolved, I recommend no one buys it.. lag and just bad.
Thought the price was steep but it looked good, i like puppy games so i gave it a go anyways.

in short its worth the asking price, full of neat details random levels, tense stealth moments.

one of the best roguelikes out there period.. relaxing game to do while you listening to something.. Definitely one of the better
one of the more recent ND games, only let down is a slow start. Hecka puzzles. With a learning curve steeper than the Navy's
Nuclear Power Program this is an excellent model railroad design tool. This is not a 'train game'. If you want to spend the time
learning how to use this to help build your dream layout then 'yes', I recommend this program on that basis. If you want to drive
trains and play railroad scenarios I recommend DTG's TS 2015. I have close to 250 hrs in that game and it is the best train sim
currently available. Avoid at all costs the one with the 'z', it's terrible.. All of the aesthetics of a fantastic cyberpunk game that
mixes the influences of Deus Ex with Uplink to create a fantastic world of conspiracy, espionage, and intrigue. I love the
premise and the futuristic Cold War setting that is delivered slickly and stylishly with Sigma Theory.
 All Early Access Games have shortcomings and despite these it's still a very promising title and premise, which I hope the
developers expand upon mechanically.

 The core game-play is akin to a digital card/board game mixed with interactive story-telling vignettes. There are two major play
spaces, the strategy layer and the ex-filtration layer. I'd argue that there exists other minor play spaces, such as those for
technology and relationship(s).
  The strategy layer game-play is by far the most well developed, presenting the interaction with foreign governments and
tasking up to 4 agents and 2 drones to various locations. The number of actions allowed per turn is just about right, never
becoming tedious to ensure that all 4 agents are doing something and even allowing you to schedule in a few meetings with
foreign government leaders.
  The ex-filtration layer occurs fairly rarely, where players will provide on guidance to an agent token on rails as s/he escorts an
asset out of a foreign country. The player interacts with the agent through a series of text-interactive elements as the events
unfold to either evade obstacles. They are varied enough that you don't know exactly what will happen.

Great Features
  Art direction is fantastic. The portraits, exfil city scape, world map are all fantastic for the genre of game and setting for a near
future cyber spy game.
  Story and writing. It's kind of stereotypical but very well written. Vignette question/responses actually involve reading
comprehension.

Glaring Short-comings
  Beyond the learning curve, the game is short and runs through a relatively simple loop.
  The "Political system" of interacting with heads of foreign Sigma agencies is the hidden OP loop, enabling the player to
progress with minimal risk.
  The technologies sound fantastic, though mechanically represent either stat/trait boosts for agents or a one-time event for the
strategy layer. They don't change or significantly impact how the player will approach problems in the game.
  There are a few gaming loop traps, such as once you start winning, you end up bombarded with enemy spies at home forcing
the player to perform counter espionage missions for many turns in a row just to keep up, lest you suffer the consequences of
lost personnel. Even worse, some of these attacks come from countries which have even exited the game already.

Weird
  I think the scientists would still use Dr. instead of "Pr." in front of their names in the future. I can only assume that it's was a
choice during translation and is the short form of Professor or perhaps a French convention.
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<Early Access Review, 10 hours. With current content and development, it's been a few games played to completion and a few
games that played beyond the point it should have been completed.>. The new LSL adventure is a very enjoyable adventure
game and a suitable return to form for the old hero. Although some of the humor is less subtle than the original Al Lowe
adventures, it works for the most part and most of the puzzles are enjoyable.

Some of the gay scenes feel a bit off-character for Larry, but it's understandable that the developers would want to cover this
topic in this day and age.

Overall, I really enjoyed the game and hope that the game is commercially succesful so that we can have more Larry adventures
in the future.. Sokol is a funny character and is easily one of the more intresting characters of 2014, he does get some funny
lines here and there, and just like Dragan and Clover, he's worth the money by himself.

The weapon he brings is the Valkyrie which is suppressed by default which is very intresting, and this weapon is easily the best
candidate for suppressor builds, plus you can mod it so it has very low concelement so you can get dodge, overall it's a powerful
rifle and is easily my favourite character rifle so far.

The perk deck he brings is very controversial, it's very powerful and renders armor and sometimes even dodge useless, it's
basically lifesteal but put onto insane levels, you can out heal most damage you take and even gain most of it back, it's easily the
best deck in the game and even level 0s can do well on Overkill difficulty thanks to Grinder. It's honestly THE best perk deck
for loud in the game, the only deck it doesn't rival is burglar because burglar is pretty much made for stealth and not for loud.
Overall it's stupidly overpowered, let's hope it gets a nerf.

*Update* It got nerfed, and I have to say it's balanced now, before you could go Rambo and be immortal, now you have to be
more cautious now. It's still one of my favourite perk decks and I highly suggest you get it!

The melee weapon is boring, we came from Clover's awesome shillelagh, Dragan's copy and paste Cleaver, Jacket's badass
hammer, Bonnie's favourite bottle, to a hocky stick, I'll admit it's kinda unquie and doesn't copy and paste like Dragan, but it
could have been better.

Overall this pack is the best character pack for loud users.
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I saw Wanderbots playing this on his Youtube channel and thought "Well, it would be OK if it was a £2 or £3 game," then I
came here to the store page and bought it for just over £1! Result!

There is a fair amount of grind at the start of the game to unlock game features and complete quests, but it remains a good time
filler when you don't have any other pressing matters.. This is a great resource--it's simple, sticks to the essentials, and is easy to
learn. I tried a few other 3D programs in my search for something that was easy to use to create drawing reference, and out of
the programs I tried this was the best.

Where ArtPose Pro really excels is in its simplicity: it's not bogged down with confusing features that you won't need. That's
important to me, because literally all I want is to be able to pose some 3D models, change the camera angle and light, and move
on--and this makes that really easy, I use it ALL the time. My only real criticism is that it can be a little tricky to get the hang of
posing the figures, but it doesn't seem fair to criticize ArtPose Pro for that, when that has been the case in literally every 3D
modeling program I've tried. And honestly, it only took a few poses for me to get a feel for it.

I wholeheartedly recommend this program, it's well worth the very reasonable price.

Pros:
Simple, easy to learn interface (even for someone with no prior 3D modeling experience)
Large preset pose library (great starting templates for making your own poses)
Fairly realistic figures

Features I'd like to see:
More body types to choose from
Ability to save custom poses to the pose library
More control over camera
More intuitive controls for posing the figures
Feature to easily rotate figures. Talk about a nostalgic trip.

I remember playing this back in middle school on the PC. Its aged like fine wine but im sure only a few can appreciate this
classic cultural time waster.. This game is awesome. I wish online play was easier to set up and my only complain is the suicidal
AI manages to lose even if I don't do anything to it. Actually really fun, if you like card games (naughty) and maybe a bit of
grinding.
Obviously you need to like Hentai/Anime´s too...but this is no secret...

The ingame money shop is just for people which wanna be faster.
Everythng can be unlocked with only playing !!!. Interesting game. The concept is what got me interested but at the end of the
day, it felt like a click fest with no discernable goal or end game to achieve.

Why am I trying to grow individual flowers? Is it for the seeds? So that next season I can plant one more flower?

If they added some scale to this game, like, every year you have a few more flowers to take care of simultaneously, and then
eventually you're tending a garden or something, it might have held my interest.

Beyond that, all I did was click click click click click click click click click to get a flower grown and harvest my seeds. Kind of
one dimensional I guess...

Cool concept, needs more end game. Thanks for teaching me about plants.
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